A design technique called dot correction was discussed in Reference 1. This technique is used to calibrate each individual pixel in large form-factor displays. Once calibrated, or dot corrected, each pixel provides the same brightness level when commanded to a specific brightness. This technique calibrates the analog current supplied through individual LEDs in an array. While dot correction offers an excellent solution that compensates for the variation of lumen output between pixels, this analog brightness adjustment is only the first step in developing a high-quality LED display. This article presents a technique called pulse width modulation (PWM) dimming that can be used to adjust LED brightness while maintaining superior color quality. This technique is also referred to as PWM grayscaling.

Low-end displays typically require only monochromatic LEDs. Applications include simple sporting scoreboards, single-line scrolling displays, and transportation road signs. A newer and growing market requires high-quality video displays capable of full-motion video shown in millions of colors. These applications include ever-expanding advertising markets encompassing convenience stores, shops, gas stations, and stadiums. An emerging market for LEDs is in DLP- and LCD-based televisions. Accurate color reproduction in these televisions is dependent on the available colors in the backlight. Proper control of the red, green, and blue (RGB) LEDs produces a color spectrum that is larger than the NTSC color space for television broadcasts. By contrast, cold cathode fluorescent lamp (CCFL) backlighting only produces about 85% of the NTSC color spectrum.

These displays require sophisticated LED drivers capable of providing multiple brightness levels. The number of colors available in the display is proportional to the number of brightness levels available for each of the RGB LEDs that make up a single pixel in the overall display. Competition between display manufacturers is driving designers toward high-end LED drivers with integrated PWM functionality capable of delivering thousands of brightness levels. These brightness levels result in enhanced color shading and improved video quality. The TLC5940 is designed to meet these needs.

High-quality, full-color video requires hundreds or thousands of brightness levels between 0% and 100%. Older LED drivers use analog dimming to provide these brightness levels. Analog dimming changes brightness by changing the LED's forward current. For example, if an LED is at full brightness with 20 mA of forward current, then 25% brightness is achieved by driving the LED with 5 mA of forward current. While this dimming scheme is simple and works well for lower-end displays, the drawback with analog dimming is that an LED's color shifts with changes in forward current. Figure 1 shows a true green LED's color variation with changes in forward current. This LED's full brightness is specified at 20 mA. Analog dimming to 25% brightness shifts the color spectrum from 525 nm to 531 nm. This color shift becomes unacceptable in displays requiring a true color representation.

PWM dimming provides reduced brightness by modulating the LED's forward current between 0% and 100%. The LED brightness is controlled by adjusting the relative ratios...
of the on time and off time. A 25% brightness level is achieved by turning the LED on at full current for 25% of each period. Figure 2 shows a comparison between analog and PWM dimming for a 20-mA LED being dimmed to 25% brightness. To keep the user from seeing the LED turn on and off, the switching speed must be greater than 100 Hz. Above 100 Hz, the human eye averages the on and off times, seeing only an effective brightness that is proportional to the LED’s on-time duty cycle. The advantage of PWM dimming is that the forward current is always constant, so LED color does not vary with brightness like it does with analog dimming. Pulsing the current provides precise brightness control while preserving the color purity.

Since this type of PWM dimming is microprocessor-driven, it is limited to a maximum number of discrete brightness levels, commonly referred to as grayscale steps, for each LED. The total available number of discrete steps during any one period determines the LED’s brightness resolution. High-quality displays require hundreds to thousands of brightness steps to accurately reproduce the full color spectrum necessary for full-motion video. The TLC5940 provides 12 bits of PWM dimming to meet this need. These 12 bits of resolution provide $2^{12} = 4096$ shades for each LED. Each pixel in a color display is composed of three LEDs—red, green, and blue. Individually driving each of these LEDs to one of 4096 brightness levels renders the RGB cluster capable of 68.7 billion colors.

The following example illustrates the TLC5940 PWM dimming capabilities. For simplicity, the example assumes there are only 3 bits of PWM dimming. Since 3 bits is equivalent to $2^3 = 8$ shades, each LED can be programmed to stay on anywhere from 0 to 7 PWM grayscale steps. Each video frame starts with all LEDs turned off. At the rising edge of the first PWM clock, all LEDs turn on except ones that are programmed with grayscale values of zero. The IC increments a grayscale counter at the beginning of each PWM clock cycle. Each LED stays on until the PWM grayscale counter goes above the LED’s programmed PWM value. This is better explained by Figure 3, which shows waveforms and a block diagram for a simplified 3-bit PWM dimming controller. Programming the grayscale value of the red, green, and blue
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LEDs to 7, 4, and 1, respectively, produces an orange pixel on the screen. The green LED is programmed to a grayscale value of 4. It turns on at the rising edge of the first PWM clock cycle and stays on for four full PWM clock cycles. This 3-bit PWM dimming example is capable of producing $2^3 \times 2^3 \times 2^3 = 512$ colors for each RGB pixel. Expanding this math to the TLC5940's 12-bit PWM dimming shows that this part is capable of providing a palette of $2^{12} \times 2^{12} \times 2^{12} = 68.7$ billion colors.

PWM dimming is not without its drawbacks. The discrete switching cycles can cause noise in the system. Simultaneously turning on all LEDs at the start of a video frame requires a large inrush current with a very steep rising edge. Without a method to reduce this inrush current, the higher-end LED drivers capable of driving 16 LEDs with up to 120 mA of current in each channel would require excessive input bypass capacitance. Turning on all 16 LEDs simultaneously requires the input capacitor to deliver $1.92$ A within the turn-on time of the IC. The upper right graph in Figure 4 shows the ringing present during the leading edge of the current pulse when all LEDs are turned on simultaneously. Parasitic inductance on the PWM creates this noise and ringing. The TLC5940 significantly reduces the effect by staggering the turn-on of each LED. The left side of Figure 4 shows this staggered turn-on. The lower right graph in Figure 4 shows how the staggered turn-on reduces the rise time of the inrush current, which in turn reduces the ringing, the noise in the system, and the input capacitor requirement. The TLC5940 staggers LED turn-off as well; however, this is not typically needed in most systems. Figure 2 shows that turn-off is inherently staggered when the LEDs are programmed to different dimming levels.

The TLC5940 combines both PWM dimming and dot correction to produce extremely high-quality video. Dot correction produces an accurate LED color by adjusting for changes in an LED's wavelength caused by temperature variations or aging. PWM dimming then provides the shading necessary to provide thousands or millions of individual colors from three individual LEDs. PWM dimming coupled with dot correction is clearly the choice for both existing and future markets requiring high-quality color control in LED-based lighting applications.
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